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house 1992 402 ap
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pp bibliography index 2750
herald publishing house 1993 531 ap
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reviewed by william dean russell professor of american history and governgraveland
graceland
celand college lamoni iowa
ment at Gra
RIDS church published inez smith daviss the
in 1934 the RLDS
story of the church a one volume history intended for its members
A very amateurish and apologetic work daviss book remained the
RIDS church for fifty seven years
only one volume history of the RLDS
until paul edwards published our legacy of faith with the publication of the two volume work the church through the years the
RLDS church has completed the process of making daviss embarRIDS
rassing book a thing of the past
RIDS attitude
the story of the church reflected the common RLDS
toward the much larger LDS
IDS
ins church it was one of a great many
articles pamphlets and books which were published during the first
RLDS churchs
century of the RIDS
churche existence and which examined mormon claims and found them wanting the last major book length
anti mormon diatribe was published in 1965
1965written
written byaleah koury
a seventy who was about to become an apostle the truth and the
evidence A comparison between doctrines of the reorganized
church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints and the church ofjesus
of jesus
christ of latter day saints was a survey of the major differences
between the two churches key issues raised were the doctrines of
god marriage tithing and succession in the presidency of the
church in every instance the RLDS church had the truth and
LDS church was wrong it was a clean sweep for the little
the IDS
known rivals of the kingdom out westthe
west the RLDS church did not
even have to settle for being right on three out of four issues
the book was appropriately titled the author began with the
truth and then marshaled his evidence
kobrys book had been read by very
but by the time aleah kourys
many members RLDS historians were aware that a new more
non apologetic approach to history was needed
professional nonapologetic
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by davis in particular needed to be replaced robert
flanders author of nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi 3 paul
graveland
Graceland college richard howard the
edwards and alma blair at graceland
first professionally trained historian in the office of RLDS church
historian and others in the RLDS church began to push for the
publication of historical writings that were more professional and
less apologetic
by the late 1970s alma blair had been commissioned to write
a one volume survey to replace daviss book however blair was
not able to get his project off the ground so in 1982 paul edwards
newly appointed president of the temple school in independence
assigned howard who had already produced a documentary hisRLDS church to write the one volume survey in the
tory of the RIDS
process of writing that survey however howard decided instead to
produce a two volume work that would not be so much a survey
RLDS history not all
history as a collection of reflective essays on RIDS
members of the first presidency were pleased when they learned
that howard was producing a collection of essays so they assigned
paul edwards to write the long awaited one volume survey
volume 1I of howards work covering ground that has already
been examined by many authors deals with early mormonism until
the post martyrdom events mormon readers may be interested
in the interpretation of early mormon history offered by an RLDS
author who could be characterized as an institutional liberal
howard the church historian for nearly thirty years has been one
of the participants in the movement of the RLDS church from a
sect which held itself to be the one true church of christ on
earth 1960s and before to a denomination that considers itself
merely a part although hopefully a vital part of the body of
christ on earth howard wrote a historical column in the official
publication the saintsherald
herald for fifteen years 1969 84 as
saints
Saint
suint sHerald
well as several significant articles on topics like the book of
abraham the first vision and polygamy his restoration scriptures which traced the evolution of the text of the three standard
books of the RLDS church the inspired version of the bible
the book of mormon and the doctrine and covenants won a
mormon history association award
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more important volume for LDS readers will probably be
volume 2 which covers RLDS history since the 1850s mormon
readers will be particularly interested in the chapters dealing
with the RLDS relationship to their cousins in utah needless to
say the attitude was hostile fortunately in the past twentyfive
twenty five
years that hostility has eased considerably howard has participated in that effort as well he has a long friendship with
leonard arrington former LDS church historian as well as many
other historians through active participation in the mormon history association including one year as its president howard also
hoffmanns
manns
negotiated with the LDS church over one of mark Hof
hofmanns
III
forgeries the joseph smith 111
ili blessing letter As a result of that
encounter howard was one of the first historians to distrust
hofmann while hofmann was speaking at the 1982 MHA meeting in ogden the editors of sunstone heard howard utter in
disgust a word that is not found in the publications of either
church in volume 2 howard does discuss the fact that the RLDS
mormons in recent years
have become more friendly toward the cormons
but strangely omits any mention of the mormon history association which played a major role in easing tensions he also does
not mention mark hofmann perhaps howard was reluctant to
discuss events in which he was a participant
three practices in the church through the years are refreshing reversals of past customs an officially published RLDS history
it accepts the word mormonism in reference to the early years of
the church the RLDS have in the past rejected the word altogether because of their desire to distance themselves from their
utah cousins herald house has also routinely added the LDS
citations for book of mormon and doctrine and covenants passages in addition the RLDS church historian herein acknowledges that joseph smith became a polygamist the RLDS church
felt honor bound for about a century to deny his practice of plural
III
marriage largely because joseph smith 111
ill was emotionally committed to the proposition that his father could not have introman the past decade
duced that doctrine because he was a good manthe
has seen a shift in RLDS willingness to face the issue howards
A
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response to mormon polygamy in
the 1983 issue of the john whitmer historical association journal
article

the changing

RLDS

was a milestone in that regard
1I was particularly impressed with the chapters on the development of the canon and on the tension in the 1870s and issos
between apostles zenas H gurley jr and jason W briggs on the
one hand and the first presidency and other leaders on the other
hand briggs and gurley finally resigned from the church
LDS readers will probably be interested in howards account
of the evolution of womens roles in the church culminating in a
1984 revelation calling for their ordination since november 1985
when such ordinations began more than 3500 women have been
ordained according to howard he does not say how many total
priesthood holders there are in the RLDS church but this
reviewer would hazard a guess that at the present time about one
third of the active priesthood holders are women howards treatment of the womens issue and the aftermath a nasty split that
has occurred in the church since 1985 is well done while
howards sympathies are clearly not with the schismatics he is
fair in his treatment with only minor examples of bias
1I think LDS members who are interested in what has happened to the little splinter church headquartered in independence missouri and led so far by joseph smiths male heirs will
find howards two volume survey a useful account
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